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“Fix the Money, Fix the World”
“Fix the Money,
Fix the world”

 All of society’s ills and the devolution of our system tie back to unsound money
– With sound money, a government would be unable to pay for unnecessary wars
 Unsound money enables the State to steal from savers and reward its cronies

The Importance
of Prices

 A civilized society is built upon language, laws and communication
– Prices are the most important piece of information.
– The monetary layer is at the base of all prices
 Interest rates = the price of money

What Drives
Productivity &
Living Standards?

 Capital accumulation and private savings

Sound Money is
a Moral Issue

 Sound money and prices are the truth
– The Fed is counterfeiting money when it prints to fund fiscal deficits
– It’s theft of our labor and savings

–

Investment

Improves Productivity & Living Standards

Different than debt fueled aggregate demand growth of Keynesians
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100 Years of Central Banking
Fed History

1913
 Federal Reserve created to control credit and money creation
 Violated their Charter to finance WW1 (1914-1918)
1920s

 Lax policies
largest bubble in history (at that time)
 1929 Crash leads to the Great Depression

1930s
 1933-34 US Government bans/confiscates gold and devalues dollar by 70% in gold terms
 Removes the availability of the gold standard for the common man
1940s
 Financially repressed savers to finance WW2 through yield curve control

1950s-1960s
 Post war US growth (with Japan and German industrial bases having to rebuild)
 1960s – Fiscal deficits grow given Vietnam and social spending programs (“The Great Society”)
1970s

 Runaway inflation

1980s
 Volcker “whips” inflation with 20% interest rates….
 ….but causes severe recession that bankrupted many
– My Dad’s retail furniture business was nearly bankrupted

1990s-2000s
 Offshoring + technology = deflation
 Glass Steagall abandoned
– Allows for loose Fed and more bubbles
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Present Day
ZIRP

 Bernanke’s Thesis = deflation is the devil…..permits QE and ZIRP
– Makes a mockery of CAPM
– Cantillionaire affect and populism

•
•

Those with assets are enriched
Wealth gaps grow causing increased economic despair

Modern
Monetary
Theory (MMT)

 Markets have gone straight up since 2009 so few have questioned the Fed’s policies
 Further, MMT has been supported in many circles
– Georg Knapp’s Chartalism theory of “State Money” 2.0

Digital
World

 Change happens fast in a digital world
– Arab Spring 2012
 The coming collapse of Fiat will be rapid
– A better system will emerge on the other side
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How Do We Protect Ourselves?
EMA GARP
Fund, LP

More Info

• EMA founded in 2006 and based outside of Boston, MA
www.ema2.com
 2008 pivot to Sound Money / Gold & Silver mining focus
• Stable, long-term oriented investors = institutions, family offices and high net worth individuals

Differentiated
Investment
Strategy

• EMA’s Strategy different in two ways:
1. Invest in public and private Gold and Silver miners
 Growing & highly profitable miners at 2.5x EBITDA, a 40% earnings yield
2. Invest in Bitcoin and Bitcoin-related Infrastructure private equity investments

Past 5 years
Performance

• $10,000 invested at EMA 5 years ago is worth > $40,000 today.
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Gold and Bitcoin
What is
Bitcoin?

• Bitcoin = scarce and verifiable (immutable ledger) emerging form of money
• Soundest form of money wins in the “store of value” game
 In 2024 next halving, its stock to flow will make it the soundest money
 Gold demonetized silver given its stock to flow
• Bitcoin is two things:
 (1) store of value like gold (in digital form)
– only 21 million coins will ever be issued
– vs. Gold supply grows at 1.7% / year. Gold supply will double in 40 years
 (2) a financial network and technological innovation that will rival the printing press
– Bitcoin is easy to settle and transfer (modest fee in just minutes)

Gold’s
Limitations

• Governments have found a work around
 “Paper gold” and fractional reserve gold has suppressed gold prices
• Gold is controlled by banks and Central Banks

Gold’s
Advantages

• Gold is super sound money with 5,000 year track record
• Gold has an energy and privacy advantage
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Friedrich Hayek 1899-1992
Hayek’s
Wisdom

• Austrian economist Friedrich Hayek foresaw the invention of Bitcoin
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Growing Bitcoin Adoption
Huge Growth

Government

• Bitcoin’s user adoption and demand is growing rapidly
• We are in the early innings but approaching the 10% adoption tipping point
 Institutional Wall of Money will come

• Regulations more likely than “banning” Bitcoin
 Regs will provide safe cover for Institutional adoption and grow the market
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Gold and Bitcoin Can Both Win
Simple Math

• $450T of global cash, stocks and bonds vs. only $6T Sound Money Assets
 $5 Trillion tradeable gold and gold stocks
 $1.1 Trillion Bitcoin market cap
• 1980 peak, sound money was 7% of global financial assets
 So, 7% today = $32 Trillion potential for Gold/Bitcoin (which are at $6.1T value today)
 5x upside to be shared by Gold / Bitcoin

Gold vs Bitcoin
Debate is Silly

• We are all on the same team – Team Anti Fiat
 2008 they bailed out Banks (socialism for the rich) while home owners endured “rugged
capitalism” as their homes were foreclosed

Good News:
Both Gold &
Bitcoin Will Win

• Ultimately, fiat and the State will fail.
• Both Gold and Bitcoin will find their true fair market value
 $1 million Bitcoin and $10,000 / oz Gold possible
 Egon von Greyerz: 1980 Gold high of $850 would
= $21,900 today, adjusted for inflation.
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Sound Money For The Win

The Time is Now

Need to Be
There

• Events are accelerating; fiat’s lifespan is now measured in low single digit years
 Note the rate of acceleration (slope) in M2’s growth that has been necessary
to keep the system functioning:

• Buy Gold….Buy Silver…..Buy Bitcoin
 You are either in this trade or not. Blink and you miss it
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Disclaimer
These presentation materials are for informational purposes only in connection with the evaluation of Equity Management Associates, LLC and its
affiliates (together “EMA”), and are intended to complement a verbal presentation. These presentation materials shall not be construed as an offer to
purchase or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell, any securities or services. Any such offering may only be made at the time a
qualified investor receives from EMA formal materials describing an offering plus related subscription documentation (“offering materials”). In the
case of any inconsistency between the information in this presentation and any such offering materials, including an offering memorandum, the
offering materials shall control.
Securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful unless the requirements of the applicable laws
of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. Any decision to invest in securities must be based solely upon the information set forth in the applicable
offering materials, which should be read carefully by prospective investors prior to investing. An investment in EMA not suitable or desirable for all
investors; investors may lose all or a portion of the capital invested. Investors may be required to bear the financial risks of an investment for an
indefinite period of time. Investors and prospective investors are urged to consult with their own legal, financial and tax advisors before making any
investment.
The statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date printed on the cover, and access to this presentation at any given time shall
not give rise to any implication that there has been no change in the facts and circumstances set forth in this presentation since that date. These
presentation materials may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of US securities laws. The forward-looking statements are based
on EMA’s beliefs, assumptions and expectations of its future performance, taking into account all information currently available to it, and can change
as a result of known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable factors. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy
of such forward-looking statements. EMA does not undertake any obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances or
events that occur after the date on which such statements were made. Historical data and other information contained herein, including information
obtained from third-party sources, are believed to be reliable but no representation is made to its accuracy, completeness, or suitability for any
specific purpose.
No representation is being made that any investment will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. This report is prepared for the exclusive use of EMA investors and other persons that EMA has determined should receive
these presentation materials.
This presentation may not be reproduced, distributed or disclosed without the express permission of EMA.
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